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DATCHET WORKING MEN’S CLUB 

 

HISTORY OF THE TRUST  

1881 to 1932 

 

The first record of a Working Men’s Club or Institution in Datchet is in 1863 when 

Lady Georgina Needham of Datchet House placed a room at the disposal of the 

working men for this purpose. This Club continued for several years and then lapsed. 

Later, further attempts to carry on the Club were made in other premises, in one of 

the houses close to the present Club, and in a shed in the High Street, but these 

were short lived. 

In 1876, however, another Working Men’s Club was formed which continued until the 

existing buildings were erected on the present site in 1881. The Club in 1876 met in 

a room at the Old Workhouse, lent by Lady Alicia Bristowe [a sister of Lady 

Georgiana Needham]. The Old Workhouse was a building at Datchet Common, at 

the end of what is generally known as Workhouse Lane but is officially called 

Holmlea Road, and its name describes its original purpose. The situation was very 

inconvenient, being too distant for many of the members, while the approach was 

bad. Although this Club closed for the summer of 1880 with 56 members on the 

books and a credit balance in its accounts, it was felt that a change of position, to a 

more central part of the village, together with more commodious premises, was 

essential if the Club was to be successfully carried on.  

Accordingly, during the summer of 1880, the Rev. J. H. Thompson (afterwards 

Canon Thompson) interested himself in the matter, and soon obtained preliminary 

promises of contributions from the gentlefolk of the Village to the amount of £217, for 

the purpose of erecting new buildings on some more central site. A Building 

Committee was then formed, of which the Rev. J. H. Thompson was made 

President. 

The next step was to approach the Duke of Buccleuch (who owned and resided at 

Ditton Park and was Lord of the Manor of Datchet) with regard to the site that was 

desired for the buildings, namely, that at the East end of the Village Greens and the 

West end of the Recreation Ground, which was his property. The Building 

Committee told the Subscribers that this was the place they would propose “unless 

another convenient site less exposed to the floods can be found”, so evidently the 

Village Greens were much more liable to flooding in those days than they are now! 

The Duke of Buccleuch consented to grant the desired plot of land to the Club, on a 

long lease and at a nominal rent. Plans of a suitable building were then procured 

from Mr Wyborn, the architect in Windsor, the cost of which was estimated at £450 

including furnishings. 
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The Building Committee next issued an appeal for the balance of the funds required, 

and the full amount was eventually obtained. The Duke of Buccleuch presented £100 

in cash, in addition to a very generous grant of the land at peppercorn rent.  

Lady Georgina Needham (always a great benefactress of the Village) gave £50, and 

there were numerous donations of £25 and £20, and in fact the subscriptions were 

practically all in comparatively large amounts. The total sum thus subscribed was 

£480. 18. 6., and the list of Subscribers has been, and must be, carefully preserved 

because, as will be seen later, there is always the possibility that some day it may be 

needed. The sum of £5. 8. 1. was also raised in other ways, by a concert, from 

interest on Deposit, &c. 

A meeting of the Subscribers was in the meantime called, to appoint five Trustees to 

whom the land and new buildings could eventually be conveyed for the use of the 

Club. Authority was given to these Trustees to sign a contract and proceed with the 

construction, so soon as sufficient funds were available and they had obtained legal 

possession of the site. The original Trustees so nominated were: 

Rev J. H. Thompson, 

W. Good, 

S. C. Goodhart, 

J. Heaton, 

C. Widcombe. 

All these arrangements took several months to carry through, but the Trustees met 

on 9th May, 1881, to consider a Draft Trust Deed and Lease that had been prepared, 

and this having been approved it was finally executed and dated 30th May, 1881. The 

lease of the land was assigned to the Trustees, and the Trust created in respect both 

to the land and the buildings, by the Duke of Buccleuch who owned the land and was 

also the principal subscriber to the buildings. The funds by then being available, and 

the plans approved by the Duke’s representatives, the contract was signed with Mr. 

Willis, Builder, and the work put in hand. 

The erection of the buildings proceeded throughout the summer of 1881 and was 

completed in the autumn, and the Club House was furnished and ready for use by 

the beginning of November. No time had therefore been wasted. The formal opening 

took place on 7th November, 1881, when H.R.H. Princess Christian carried out the 

opening ceremony in the presence of many local notabilities, a Guard of Honour 

being mounted by the local Volunteers. 

As already stated, the Trust Deed or Lease had been executed on 30th May, 1881, 

prior to the commencement of work on the new Buildings. The main provisions of 

this Document are as follows, set out in abbreviated form, and the dimensions of the 

plot of land shown on it are 46 feet long on the South Side and 45 feet long on the 

North Side with a uniform width of 42 feet 6 inches. 
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LEASE AND TRUST DEED DATED 30th MAY, 1881. 

 

Between the Duke of Buccleuch, and the five original Trustees (Rev. J. H. 

Thompson, William Good, Steven Cloves Goodhart, John Heaton and Charles 

Widcombe) called the Lessees. 

1. WHEREAS there is at Datchet a Club for Working Men with certain specified 

objects 

2. AND WHEREAS the Lessees have collected £450 for the purpose of erecting 

suitable buildings including furniture and the Duke has agreed to the Lessees 

a suitable site.  

3. THE DUKE irrevocably demises to the Lessees and their executors 

administrators and assigns the plot of land specified and also shown on the 

plan 

4. Reserving however the free running of water and soil through the sewers 

drains and channels under the plot 

5. For the term of 99 years from 25th March, 1881 

6. At a yearly of one peppercorn if and when demanded 

7. THE LESSEES AGREE to pay all present and future rates and taxes and 

outgoings payable either by the Landlord or Tenant 

8. And to erect within three years at a cost of about £450 buildings suitable for a 

Working Men’s Club with proper conveniences according to plans to be 

approved by the Duke. 

9. And at their expense to keep the buildings in good repair 

10.  And not to permit any other buildings to be erected on the land without the 

written consent of the Reversioner 

11. And to permit the Duke or his representatives to inspect the buildings at any 

time and within 3 months to carry out any repairs that may be notified 

12. And to keep the buildings insured against fire with an approved office for at 

least £350 and produce the premium receipts when demanded and to expend 

all money that may be received from such insurance in reinstating the 

buildings 

13. And also not to “Convert the said messuage into a private house or shop or 

use the same or suffer it to be used for any other purposes than a Working 

Men’s Club” 

14. And not to assign underlet or part with possession of the premises or any part 

thereof without the written consent of the Reversioner except by way of a 

transfer when a new Trustee or Trustees may be appointed under the powers 

contained herein 

15. And at the expiration or sooner determination of the term to give up the 

premises in good and substantial repair 

16. “PROVIDED ALWAYS and these Presents are upon this express condition” 

that if the said Working Men’s Club be dissolved or cease to exist or if there is 

any breach of the covenants the Reversioner may re-enter on the premises 

and terminate the Lease 
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17. But if the Reversioner re-enter owing to the Working Men’s Club being 

dissolved or ceasing to exist he shall in that case pay the full value of the 

buildings then standing on the land (provision being made for determining the 

value in case of disagreement) 

18. THE LESSEES declare that they will stand possessed of the land and the 

premises upon Trust for the objects and purposes of the said Working Men’s 

Club and for no other objects or purposes such Club to be conducted and 

managed according to the Rules to be drawn up from time to time and 

approved by the Lessees 

19. If the said Trustees (Thompson, Goodhart &c) or any future Trustee appointed 

die refuse or become incapable to act or desires to be discharged it shall be 

lawful for the surviving Trustee or Trustees, and for this purpose every 

refusing or retiring Trustee, or for the executors &c. of the last surviving or 

continuing Trustee, to appoint one or more Trustees in the vacancies 

20. And upon every such appointment the number of Trustees may however be 

augmented or reduced but the number is not to be greater than eight or less 

than three 

21. And thereupon after every such appointment the said premises &c. shall be 

assigned to the surviving Trustees (if any) jointly with the new Trustees. 
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It may here be advisable to recapitulate the position up to the time of the opening of 

the new building: - 

An appeal had been issued to the “gentry” (to quote the term used) of the Village and 

District for funds to provide new buildings for the existing Working Mem’s Club, on a 

different and more convenient site. No reference was made in the appeal to any 

other use of the Buildings. The money required was all subscribed by private 

individuals for the specified purpose, no part coming from County, Parish, or any 

Public Funds. 

The Duke of Buccleuch gave a large donation to the fund, and also agreed to grant 

the desired plot of land near the Village Centre, on a long lease at a nominal rent. 

The Subscribers themselves nominated five of their number to act as Trustees, and 

delegated to these Trustees complete authority during the life of the Trust, including 

the power to nominate their successors. 

The Duke of Buccleuch, acting as the owner of the land, and also as the principal 

subscriber on behalf of the remainder of the Subscribers, then entered into an 

Agreement with these Trustees which constitutes the Trust Deed and Lease. This 

provides, amongst other things, that the Trustees shall erect buildings on the land for 

the objects and purposes of a Working Men’s Club and no other objects or purposes 

whatsoever, and shall not permit any other buildings to be erected without consent, 

and if the Working Men’s Club is dissolved or ceases to exist the Duke or his 

Reversioner shall take over the premises again at a valuation, and the lease shall be 

terminated. 

The position of the Trustees in respect of the land and the original buildings is 

therefore quite clear, and so long as the covenants of this Trust Deed and Lease 

(and of one subsequent legal modification thereof) are observed, nobody whatsoever 

has any power or authority to intervene in their management of the working Men’s 

Club and Buildings. 

Continuing the history of the Club, the Trustees met before the completion of the 

Buildings and framed a new Constitution, laying down the general principles and 

conditions under which the new premises were to be used as a Working Men’s Club. 

A Committee had been elected by the Members of the Club, who formally accepted 

the general conditions thus laid down by the Trustees, and the Trustees then 

empowered the Committee to draw up the detailed rules and regulations for the 

internal management of the Club, which rules were, and have always been, subject 

to the approval of the Trustees. The former Datchet Working Men’s Club thus 

continued its career by coming into occupation of the present buildings on  7th 

November, 1881, and it has been in active existence ever since, with the exception 

of a brief and authorised suspension between 1891 and 1895 to which reference will 

be made later. 

The plan of the original building can easily be traced from a careful examination of 

the present premises, and there is also in existence a photogravure taken soon after 

its completion. It consisted of a plain rectangular block, on two stories. The ground 

floor formed one large room, with a small bar in the corner, and a small uncovered 
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lavatory outdoors on the South side. The upper floor was divided into one large and 

two smaller rooms. Originally a caretaker resided on the premises and used these 

two small rooms upstairs. When the billiard table was purchased in 1905 the larger 

of the two rooms upstairs was thrown into the main room so as to increase the space 

available and the caretaker or steward became non-resident. The bar-room 

extension, the lavatories and other small buildings on the South side, the porch 

(erected in commemoration of the Jubilee of Queen Victoria), the small room off the 

stage known as the “Green Room”, and other minor additions were all added 

subsequently at different times, with the approval of the Lessor, the costs being 

mainly defrayed by the Trustees. The buildings were first lighted by lamps, and there 

were only small fire grates and no special heating arrangements. A water main was 

not laid into the premises and the necessary supplies of water had to be procured 

from a pump. The site was enclosed on the North, West and South sides by an open 

post and rail fence, the East side being at first left open to the Recreation Ground. 

The money available would not at first admit of anything beyond the barest 

necessities. The Audited Building Fund Accounts, submitted to the Subscribers in 

1882, showed the total sum raised was £486. 6 .7d. and the amount expended on 

the buildings and their equipment and furnishings was £485. 1. 3d. Claims were also 

received for further items amounting to £7. 10. 0d., but these claims were not 

admitted and apparently were not paid. 

The extension at the East End, on the ground floor, comprising the addition which 

became known as the “village hall”, was made in1888, and particular reference to 

this extension will be made later. 

In 1911 a question arose concerning the correctness of the position of the original 

boundary fence on the South side, separating the property of the Trustees from that 

of Mr Tarrant whose house adjoined. In consequence a Surveyor was called in, who 

carefully examined the plan on the Trust Deed and compared it with the Parish 

Award and other official documents, and as a result it was agreed by all parties that 

the correct boundary line was 4 feet further to the South, thus increasing the space 

available at the side of the Club and giving free passage around the outbuildings. 

The open fencing on the other sides of the site had already been replaced in 1889 by 

iron railings on a concrete brick base, after the completion of the extension, and 

these were found to be accurately placed. In 1912 the Trustees had a brick wall built 

on the current alignment on the South side, to form a permanent boundary, and 

thereafter there could no doubt as to the correct delimitation of the boundaries of the 

property. 

Further improvements were made from time to time and better heating arrangements 

were installed, water was laid on in1892, gas was installed in 1894, and electric 

lighting was provided in 1919. 

The greater part of the cost of all these improvements was met by the Trustees, as 

well as the expense of the smaller extensions already referred to. The system at first 

was that the Trustees collected yearly from the Committee of the Club a sum of 

money which was sometimes colloquially but erroneously referred to as “rent”. The 

amount varied from time to time, but was usually fixed at about £15 per annum.   
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This money the Trustees applied to the repair, upkeep and maintenance of the 

buildings, inside and outside, any surplus available from time to time being used for 

the benefit of the Club by making improvements. The rest of the money required to 

pay for these improvements was provided by the Committee from the ordinary funds 

of the Club, augmented by the proceeds from special Concerts, Entertainments, &c. 

Subsequently the Committee of the Club were made responsible for all the interior 

repairs and maintenance, and the Trustees continued to undertake only the external 

upkeep. In 1925 the Trustees further extended this arrangement, and they then 

ceased to collect the so-called “rent” from the Club, and also handed to the Club 

their own accumulated surplus. The Committee then became responsible also for the 

external repair and upkeep, giving an undertaking to provide for this purpose the 

sum of £15 each year, to be set aside in their Accounts in a separate “Building 

Fund”. It will be noted from the Trust Deeds that the Trustees have no source of 

income whatever, and have no funds available except such as are provided from the 

revenues of the Working Men’s Club. Some small income that for a period arose, 

owing to the lettings during the period when the Club was temporarily Closed, and 

the Trustees took over the management, will be mentioned later. 

The Club in the new premises was successful for a time. The premises at first were 

open all day as a reading and recreation room, but subsequently it was found that 

little use was made of the rooms in the day-time, and the Club was then opened only 

in the evening. The Club only functioned in the winter months from about October to 

April, and the buildings were closed during the summer though the Committee and 

the Club remained in being. It was not until 1906 that the practice of keeping open in 

the summer was instituted, and this has continued ever since. In the earlier years 

therefore all the necessary income for the year had to be earned during seven 

months of actual working, which made the finance difficult. In October 1883 interest 

had begun to decline, and the Club was temporarily closed for six weeks owing to 

the scanty attendances. The steward was discharged and all expenditure cut down, 

but at the end of November it was found possible to continue again. 

There was another financial crisis in 1885. The Rev. J. H. Thompson, who was 

President of the Club as well as being one of the original Trustees, then sent out a 

printed Circular to the working men of the Village, summoning a General Meeting on 

24th September. At this Meeting he stated that Club was not being sufficiently 

supported, and that unless more support was forthcoming it must be discontinued, in 

which event the Buildings would have to be surrendered to the Buccleuch family and 

the money received for them distributed among the original Subscribers. He said, 

that whereas there were formerly over 100 members, the Club had closed for the last 

summer with only 24 members, and with an accumulated debt of £21. As a result of 

this Meeting, additional membership was obtained and it was found possible to wipe 

off the deficit and continue. 

This incident is mentioned, because the legal position in respect to the Buildings was 

then publicly stated. That is to say, that if the Working Men’s Club is dissolved or 

ceases to exist, the owner of the land can take over the land and all the buildings on 

it, paying to the Trustees, the agreed value of the buildings, and the Trustees must 

then distribute the proceeds amongst the original Subscribers. That was the position 
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in 1885, and it remains the position now, and it applies to all the subsequent 

extensions as well as the original buildings. If the original Subscribers could not be 

traced, owing to the lapse of time, the Trustees would make distribution as they 

thought fit. No part of the proceeds would belong to the Working Men’s Club, nor to 

the Village, nor to the Parish Council. The first furniture is also included in the 

original Trust Deed, but it may be presumed that this has all worn out by now, and 

that the present furnishings would belong to the Club on a dissolution, though the 

fixtures would go with the buildings. 

An important event followed soon after this special General Meeting in 1885. At that 

time there was no building or room in the Village large enough and suitable for any 

general gathering of the inhabitants, for such purposes as Political Meetings, Parish 

Meetings, Concerts, Entertainments, &c. The Working Men’s Club could not be used, 

owing to the provision of the Trust Deed. The Church Schools were the only 

alternative and they were not convenient, for whenever used the desks &c. had to be 

moved and cleared out of the rooms, while apparently it was not possible in any case 

to grant the use for certain classes of meetings. The structural alterations to the 

School Buildings in 1926 made a great change in this respect, and it is understood 

also that modifications in the legal position now permit of their wider use. In 

consequence, there has in recent years been a greatly increasing use of the School 

Buildings for all social and other purposes, and a correspondingly reduced use of the 

Working Men’s Club, which has entailed an appreciable loss of revenue to the Club. 

But these conditions at the Schools did not exist in 1885. 

Soon after the special Meeting at the Club referred to above, it was decided to hold a 

large Meeting in the Village, it is believed for some political purpose. The date fixed 

was 21st October, 1885, and Lord Henry Scott (one of the sons of the Duke of 

Buccleuch) had agreed to preside. There was great difficulty in finding any suitable 

room, and at the last moment Lord Henry Scott at the request of the Trustees 

obtained a special permission from his relatives for the Meeting to be held in the 

Club. He also said, in conversation with the Trustees after the Meeting, that he would 

support any general application they might make for such additional uses in the 

future. It is interesting to note that Mr John Heaton, one of the Trustees, in writing to 

thank Lord Henry Scott for having presided at the Meeting and for having arranged 

the use of the Club for the purpose, said that there was no other room available in 

the Village and “but for the arrangements made at the last moment the Meeting 

would have been held in the Village Mortuary”! 

Accordingly the Trustees made official application at the end of 1885 for a 

modification of the Trust Deed or Lease, whereby additional uses of the premises 

might be authorised in future for the benefit of the Club, including the holding of 

Political Meetings of all parties. The fifth Duke of Buccleuch (who had granted the 

original lease in 1881) had in the meantime died, and the Reversioners were his 

widow, the Dowager Duchess, and his second son who had been created Baron 

Montagu of Beaulieu. The application was approved by them and a License was 

issued to the Trustees, dated 26th January 1886, signed by the two Reversioners. 
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This License states in abbreviated form:- 

“We will permit a certain house and premises at Datchet used for the purposes of a 

Working Men’s Club, comprised in a Lease dated 30th May 1881 for 99 years to 

certain Trustees, to be used for such additional purposes as the said Trustees may 

in their discretion think fit for the benefit of the Club, the said additional purposes to 

include Political Meetings of different Parties in the State if thought desirable by the 

Trustees, 

PROVIDED ALWAYS that it shall be lawful for us to exercise at any time a power of 

veto over any such additional use, and to withdraw this License at any time on giving 

three months’ notice to the Trustees, and that this License does not invalidate or 

alter any of the other provisions of the Lease of 30th May, 1881”. 

This License is the present authority for any use of the Club premises other than as 

a Working Men’s Club, which otherwise would be in contravention of the provision of 

the Trust Deed. It is the first of only two variations or modifications of the terms of the 

original Lease that have ever been sought by the Trustees, or made. 

It will be noted from the terms of the License, first, that any additional use 

whatsoever of the premises other than as a Working Men’s Club is entirely at the 

discretion of the Trustees and subject to their approval; secondly, that there is 

nothing to compel Trustees to grant the use of the premises for any additional 

purposes; thirdly, that it is a definite condition that any such additional use must be 

for the benefit of the Club; and fourthly, that the Reversioners reserve the right of 

veto over any additional use that may be proposed, and the right to terminate the 

arrangement at any time on giving the Trustees three months’ notice. 

With respect to the fourth point, the power of veto has never been exercised, for 

there has as yet been no reason for it to be invoked. The Trustees themselves have 

only intervened on rare occasions. It may be of interest to state, that in 1926 the 

Club Committee received an application from the School Managers for the use of the 

premises during the daytime, over a period expected to last about six months while 

the work of rebuilding the Schools was in progress. The Committee generously 

desired to grant this use, at a very small rent. The Trustees however could not 

sanction the arrangement. In the first place, their own License for additional user was 

subject to withdrawal at any moment on three months’ notice, so obviously they 

could not sanction any definite arrangement by the Committee for a longer period, 

and in the second place, that the terms proposed were too low for the benefit of the 

Club, in view of the additional wear and tear involved and the various expenses that 

must be incurred. Consequently, a three months arrangement was substituted at 

somewhat enhanced charges, which was subsequently renewed for a further period. 

After the Licence of 26th January, 1886, had been received, an authorised Scale of 

Charges for the use of the Club-rooms for the various classes of Meetings, 

Entertainments, Exhibitions, &c. was drawn up by the Trustees, in consultation with 

the Club Committee, and there was considerable use of the lower Club-room for 

Public Meetings, Concerts and Entertainments of all kinds, which was of great 

advantage to the Village, and of some benefit to the Club funds. But it was soon 
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found that even this room was too small for many special occasions, for it could only 

accommodate about 100 people. There was no difficulty whatever about withdrawing 

the lower room occasionally in the evenings from the use of the Club members for 

these purposes because they were always admitted to any performance, &c. In 

January 1888 the Trustees discussed the possibility of an extension, and apparently 

Lady Georgina Needham was first approached with a view to a fund being started for 

enlarging the room. The Minutes of a Trustees Meeting held on the 30th January, 

1888, record that Lady Georgina Needham was thanked for a kind and generous 

offer of £100 for the purpose of enlarging the Club-room, and the Trustees undertook 

to discuss with the Committee of the Working Men’s Club the question of enlarging 

the Club. Mr. Thompson was also deputed to see the Dowager Duchess of 

Buccleuch about a proposed addition to the Club. 

A Meeting between the Trustees, and a Sub-Committee of the Club appointed for the 

purpose, took place on 24th February. An estimate had in the meantime been made 

of the cost of the proposed addition, and it was found that it would be about £200. 

Thus a further sum of at least £100 had to be provided; it was suggested that the 

Committee of the Club should find this balance for the enlargement of their own Club 

premises. The Sub-Committee undertook to bring the matter before their Committee. 

The Meeting was informed that the Dowager Duchess of Buccleuch approved of the 

proposed addition, towards which she had also promised a donation. The original 

plot of land was covered by the existing buildings, and the approval of the Duchess 

included the taking in of another 30 feet at the East end of the plot, making the total 

site about 75 feet by 42 feet 6 inches. The detailed plans were submitted later to the 

Agents of the Duchess. 

The Scheme was discussed by the Club Committee on 10th March and again on the 

6th April. It was of course a large sum to find, for a small Working Men’s Club that 

always had difficulties in making ends meet. Moreover one may suppose, though this 

is not recorded, that the Committee were not very enthusiastic about the Scheme! 

The Club-room was already quite large enough for their own purposes, and the 

result of any enlargement would probably be to create a more frequent demand for 

the use of the premises in the evenings, and thus to turn the men out of the room 

more often. Whatever the reason, the Club Committee did not feel able to raise the 

required £100 themselves, or any part of it, but they did agree to the enlargement if it 

could be arranged otherwise, and it was left to the President of the Club and to the 

Trustees (of whom the President was one), to prepare some scheme and endeavour 

to obtain subscriptions from the general community. In fact the balance required 

would only have been about £60, but this was not known until later. 

It will be observed that up to this time there had been no suggestion of anything but 

an enlargement of the lower room of the Working Men’s Club House, with funds 

already given specifically for that object, supplemented by other sums to be raised 

by the Working Men’s Club.  

The Trustees themselves therefore took up the matter, with a view to obtaining the 

balance of the necessary funds by general subscription in the Village and District. As 

has already been stated, the lower Club-room was found to be too small for special 
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and important meetings, but at the same time it was unnecessarily large for the 

requirements of many smaller meetings for which it was being, and might be, used. It 

was also impossible for these small meetings to be held in the evenings, and thereby 

continually prevent the Club having the use of their lower room. The use of the 

smaller rooms upstairs was often granted for Mothers’ Meetings and various similar 

gatherings in the day-time, but they were not available at night, and unless these 

less important users could terminate their sessions before the Club opened in the 

evening, they still had to arrange to meet elsewhere. A formal complaint by the 

Committee is on record, of the late ending of a Mothers’ Meeting interfering with the 

use of the bagatelle room upstairs! It appeared to the Trustees, therefore, that what 

was really required at the moment was an enlargement of the lower room for 

important and largely-attended Meetings, together with a smaller room that would be 

available for all the smaller meetings, &c. either by day or night, but chiefly at night. 

Eventually it was decided that the best and cheapest method of securing what was 

needed would be to make an addition to the East end of the ground-floor of the Club, 

and at the same time to provide means whereby this extension could be shut off 

whenever required, and used as another room. It was considered that the advantage 

the Village as a whole would obtain from such an addition, either when used as a 

separate room, or even if only used as part of the main club room on special 

occasions, would justify the Trustees in making a public appeal in the Village to 

subscribe to the funds for this extension to the Working Men’s Club. 

Accordingly, in May 1888 the Trustees circulated a printed appeal for subscriptions, 

to which they received a good response. Particulars of this appeal are given later. 

Detail Plans of the extension had in the meantime been prepared, again by Mr 

Wyburn, and at a Meeting of Trustees on 28th July it was decided to call for tenders, 

sufficient funds being then available. The Plans were submitted to the Agents of the 

Dowager Duchess of Buccleuch, and approved. The tenders were opened at a 

Meeting of Trustees on 15th October, and that of Mr. Willis, Builder, for £220 was 

again accepted, and the signature of a contract with him was authorised. The work 

was commenced at once and was completed in a little over three months. 

While the building was still in progress, the Trustees drew up Regulations for the 

conduct of the extension in conjunction with the Working Men’s Club, which were 

formally accepted by the Committee of the Club, and the new room therefore came 

into use directly it was completed, about the end of January 1889. There is no record 

of any formal opening ceremony.  

The extension so erected is substantially unaltered at the present time, the only 

change being the subsequent addition on the South side of the small room known as 

the “Green-Room”. It was all on the ground floor, and so no alterations were involved 

in the bagatelle room upstairs. A separate door was provided for the extension, 

where it joined the main building on the North side, and a path to this was made from 

the front entrance of the Club on the Green, inside the railings forming the boundary 

on the North side. It will be noted therefore that it could only be approached through 

the main entrance to the Working Men’s Club. No separate lavatories &c. were 

provided. Where the lower part of the East wall of the Club-room was pulled down, a 

large buttress on each side, extending several feet into the room, was left to assist 
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the support of the upper floor. These buttresses were also used for the crossheads 

of the moveable shutters which were arranged across the Club-room, in place of the 

wall that had been removed. 

These shutters are about 12 feet high and are still in existence though not in perfect 

repair. The buttresses were removed later, after the platform was extended, in order 

to give a clearer view of the stage for the sides of the Club-room, and two additional 

shutters were provided in their places. Their position can still be traced from the 

marks of the consequential alterations to the flooring. Originally there was only a 

small platform or stage across the East end of the extension. Whenever more 

accommodation was required, the temporary stage of planks on barrels which had 

previously been used in the Club-room, was fitted on to this. Subsequently the 

existing enlarged permanent stage was put up so as to facilitate the frequent 

dramatic performances that were given in those days. 
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The appeal for funds circulated in May 1888 read as follows:- 

 

DATCHET 

 

PROPOSED ENLARGEMENT OF THE WORKING MEN’S CLUB-HOUSE. 

for the purpose of 

A VILLAGE HALL 

 

For some time past the want has been felt in Datchet of a room sufficiently large for 

Public Meetings and Entertainments. The present Club-house is far too small for the 

purpose. The School-room cannot be used without moving and replacing the desks, 

at a considerable inconvenience and expense. The old Club-room, 1 High Street, 

would not supply the necessary accommodation, and is not available. 

It is proposed, therefore, that the lower room of the Club-house should be extended 

eastward by about twenty five or thirty feet. Such extension to be portioned off by 

folding doors, and to have a separate entrance; and it is considered that 

accommodation for some 250 persons might thus be provided. 

The cost of the work has been estimated at about £200. Towards this amount a 

donation of £100 has been offered by the Lady GEORGINA NEEDHAM (on 

condition that the building shall be completed within a year), and a further sum of 

£10 has been promised by the DUCHESS DOWAGER OF BUCCLEUCH. 

Further subscriptions are now solicited, and it is asked that promises be sent to the 

Rev. J. H. Thompson, the Chairman of the Trustees. 

Upon sufficient funds being subscribed steps will at once be taken for carrying out 

the proposed extension of the building, which it is hoped may be completed by the 

end of the approaching summer. 

   Signed on behalf of the Trustees. 

     J.H. THOMPSON. 

 

The Vicarage, Datchet. 

 May 1888. 

The following subscriptions have been promised:- 

(Names given in detail) …….. Total ………£174. 2. 0. 
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This is the first occasion on which the name “Village Hall” appeared. Even then, it 

was applied only to a Proposed Enlargement of the Working Men’s Club House to be 

used as a Village hall. It was a somewhat grandiose name to give to this small 

extension, but probably no better title could be thought of at that time, and the name 

also indicated that the Trustees had in view that it could be used by the Village apart 

from the Working Men’s Club. 

It will be noted, however, that no undertaking whatever was given by the Trustees in 

the appeal, that the room would be available for Village use apart from the Club-

room.  Subscriptions were asked solely for increasing the size of the Club-room so 

that 250 persons could be accommodated at Public Meetings and Entertainments. It 

was stated that it was proposed to partition off the extension with folding doors, and 

to provide a separate entrance, and thus it might be assumed by anyone reading the 

appeal that independent use of the room was contemplated, but neither an 

understanding, nor promise nor particulars in respect to such uses were given, and 

the subscriptions were therefore not obtained by the Trustees as a result of any 

representations of this character. It is not necessary to enlarge upon this point, 

because the Trustees did in fact at once make arrangements for separate use of the 

extension by the Village, as will be seen later when the Regulations that they drew 

up for the conduct of the Village Hall and the Club come to be considered. 

Another important point in this connexion, is the greater part of the £220 was 

subscribed or promised before any public appeal was issued, when the only 

proposal that had been under consideration was the enlargement of the Club-room 

so as to provide increased accommodation for Public Meetings and Entertainments, 

&c. This was definitely the case with the donations of Lady Georgina Needham, of 

the Dowager Duchess of Buccleuch, and of the Trustees and their various friends 

who they had induced to give substantial sums. At least £160 of a total of £220 had 

been obtained in this way, before any question of the use as a Village Hall had been 

raised. It is believed, however, that some small proportion of the balance was 

obtained in small amounts, by means of personal canvassing with subscription lists 

taken around the working-class section of the Village, who may have been 

influenced to some extent by the indication that the addition would be available for 

general Village purposes. The Trustees have no record of this, and as already stated 

there was ample reason for the Village to subscribe without this additional 

inducement. 

It must be clearly kept in mind that it was only the “Enlargement” that was to be used 

as a village hall, and not the whole Working Men’s Club-House when enlarged. The 

heading on the printed circular may perhaps be open to interpretation on this point, 

and possibly this is the cause of much of the misunderstanding that has since arisen. 

Apart from the obvious fact that neither the original Lease, nor the Licence for 

additional uses, would permit the whole premises to be converted into a village hall 

or to become anything but a Working Men’s Club, the intention at the time can be 

definitely established from the Trustees records. For example, one of the Minutes of 

their meeting on 15th December, 1888, (while the building of the extension was still in 

progress) reads: “RESOLVED, that when it is desired to use the village hall in 
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conjunction with the Room of the Working Men’s Club, application therefore must be 

made &c., &c.,” 

The Regulations that the Trustees drew up on 15th December, 1888, and agreed with 

the Committee of the Working Men’s Club, for the conduct of the extension called the 

village hall were as follows:- 

“It is the intention of the Trustees to allow the use of the Hall for public objects of the 

Village, for charitable objects and those of an instructional nature, such as are 

approved by the Trustees, at a charge sufficient to cover the expenses consequent 

upon the use of the room”. 

Mr Huntley was appointed to act for the Trustees in respect to such lettings, and 

application had to be made to him. 

The Trustees reserved an absolute right of veto on any letting or use. 

The Hall could be used by the Working Men’s Club free of charge when not required 

for the above purpose, the Club deferring any expenses. 

When the use of the Hall in conjunction with the Club-room was desired for Village 

purposes or otherwise application had to be made to the Committee of the Club. The 

hire for both rooms was in such cases to go to the Club funds.  

In view of the foregoing two Regulations, the Club had to undertake the upkeep of 

the Hall and pay all rates, taxes, insurances, charges, &c. 

The Charges of the two rooms together, Club and Hall, were not to exceed:-  

For Village Public purposes …..15/- per night.  

Entertainment or meeting for Charitable purpose………12/6 per night 

Entertainment or Meeting for Political purposes, or for private object, or of any other 

description……… Terms can be arranged by the Committee. 

The Scale of Charges for the village hall alone, for any purpose not included above, 

was to be arranged by the Trustees. 

The Trustees reserved the right at any time to cancel or alter these Rules and Scales 

of Charges.  

 

Consequent upon the above, the Trustees also prepared a Scale of Charges for the 

use of the village hall alone, for the guidance of Mr Huntley. Unfortunately no exact 

record of this Scale is now available, but accounts arising from the proceeds are in 

existence from which the charges can be inferred. A revised Scale prepared a little 

later is however available, and will be referred to in due course.  

It is quite clear from the above Regulations that a charge was made for any separate 

use whatsoever of the village hall portion, whether for charitable or any other object, 

and that the Village had no right of free user, and in fact no definite right of any user 

at all since the Trustees could veto any letting or use. 
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Obviously a charge had to be made, so as to obtain funds for the maintenance and 

upkeep of the extension, for no endowment was provided when built. The cost of 

repair, upkeep, maintenance and running expenses was put on the Working Men’s 

Club funds, and the revenue the Club collected from occasional lettings of the Hall 

and Club-room combined would have been quite inadequate to provide for all these 

expenses. As a partial set-off the Club had the use of the Hall when it was not 

otherwise required, but since at that time their Club-room was quite large enough for 

their own special purposes, as it is still, the extension was of no particular advantage 

to the Club. The money collected by the Trustees (through Mr Huntley) was therefore 

all paid over from time to time by them to the Committee of the Club, or used by the 

Trustees themselves for the repair and upkeep of the whole buildings, and record of 

these payments still exist. It will also be remembered that under the general License, 

any additional use of the premises had to be for the benefit of the Club. 

Directly the extension called the village hall was erected on Trust land, and attached 

to the Trust Buildings, it became part of the Trust property. This is quite evident from 

the terms of the original Trust Deed and Lease. Its principal function therefore was to 

be a part of the Working Men’s Club. As such, it came also under the provisions of 

the License for additional uses issued to the Trustees, and so the Trustees could 

make arrangements for the separate usage of this portion of the whole building for 

Village purposes, but since that Licence was subject to revocation at any time at 

three months’ notice, no undertaking that the extension or village hall would be used 

could properly be given, or ever was given. The only essential difference between 

the original Working Men’s Club Buildings, and this extension to those buildings 

called the village hall, is this; the subscribers to the original Buildings themselves 

nominated those who were to be their Trustees for the property, and gave them full 

powers during the life of the Trust. The subscribers to the extension however 

accepted the then existing Trustees, and handed to them their subscriptions, and 

they added the extension to the existing Trust without any conditions or qualifications 

or reservations of any kind. It must be remembered that the extension was made 

only eight years after the original Buildings were erected, and therefore at the time 

everyone who took any interest in the matter was fully cognisant of the whole 

position. But since this was 44 years ago, those who are still alive may not have a 

clear recollection of the exact facts. The succeeding generations cannot be expected 

to know them.  

Thus, neither the Village, nor the Parish Council, nor any other body in the Village 

have any rights of property or user in the extension called the village hall, and the 

only persons who might by any possibility have any standing to intervene with the 

Trustees are the individual original subscribers thereto. But as previously stated, 

these subscribers handed over their rights in perpetuity to the Trustees, and the 

Trustees have since endeavoured to administer the property in the best interests of 

the community. 
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It will be useful here to bring up to date the recapitulation of the position: 

The Working Men’s Club had been opened at the end of 1881, under a Constitution 

prepared by the Trustees, and administered by the elected Committee of the Club. 

Various small extensions and improvements had been made, and satisfactory 

arrangements adopted for the repair and upkeep and expenses of the premises, all 

from funds provided by the Club. On the whole the Club had been successful, with 

some financial difficulties from time to time.  

At the beginning of 1886 License was obtained from the Reversioners of the Lease, 

which permitted a variation of the original conditions to the extent that, at the sole 

discretion of the Trustees, the premises could in future be used for purposes other 

than those of a Working Men’s Club, including the holding of Political Meetings, 

provided the Club benefitted thereby. 

Considerable use was made of this new privilege by the Village, there being no other 

suitable building available, and it was soon found that even the Club-room was too 

small to accommodate the numbers that assembled on special occasions, and in the 

absence of any other possible room the Trustees decided that the enlargement of 

the ground floor room of the Club would be of great advantage to the Village. 

Accordingly, early in 1888 the Trustees obtained the consent of the Reversioner to 

an addition to the Club building (as required by the Lease) and then commenced to 

raise a fund for the erection of the addition at a cost of £200. The greater part of this 

sum was given to the Trustees in subscriptions from private subscribers for the sole 

purpose of enlarging the Club-room. The Committee of the Club did not however see 

their way to providing the balance of the £220 or any part thereof from the Club 

funds, and a public appeal was therefore issued by the Trustees to obtain the 

balance. In this appeal, it was indicated that the addition might be used as a 

separate room when required, apart from the Club, but no undertaking that it would 

be so used was, or could be given. Apart altogether from this possibility, the Village 

obtained great benefit from an extension. The balance was raised entirely from 

private and voluntary sources, and no Parish or Public fund contributed. 

The extension was erected, and became available for use in early 1889, when the 

Trustees made Regulations for the conduct of the addition, to which for convenience 

the name “Village Hall” had been given. These Regulations provided for user by the 

Village at large as well as by the Club, when approved by the Trustees, on payment 

of stipulated charges. But no rights of property in the extension nor rights of user had 

become vested in the Village as a whole. 

No endowment was provided for the village hall, and the cost of upkeep and of all 

expenditure, including repairs. rates, taxes and insurance was undertaken by the 

Club, who in return had use of the room and received the proceeds of the letting of 

the village hall, direct when used in conjunction with their Club-room, or through the 

Trustees when let separately,  

When the extension was made, it became part and parcel of the buildings comprised 

in the original Trust Deed and Lease of 1881, part of the Trust property, and subject 

to all the conditions attached to those buildings in the Trust Deed and Lease, 
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including reversion to the Lessor at the end of the Lease or at any time if the 

covenants were broken or the Working Men’s Club ceased to exist. 

These new arrangements having come into effect early in 1889, no difficulty was 

expressed in operating them and it is interesting to record some of the purposes for 

which the village hall was then used. The expectations that it would serve a very 

useful purpose were fully realised. 

The Parish Council met there for some years from 1896, after a period in Mr Miell’s 

rooms, but apparently the moveable partition did not shut out the noise of the Club, 

and also they needed a permanent home for their records, &c., and eventually they 

acquired their present room. 

The County Council, and also the Overseers were accommodated from time to time 

for various purposes. 

The Burial Board used the room until the Cemetery Chapel, &c., was built in 1895. 

During the succeeding years, there were numerous meetings in connexion with:- 

Bible Class. Band of Hope. Mother’s Meetings. Cookery Classes 

Young Men’s Friendly Association. Young Women’s Friendly Association. 

Sewing Classes. Ambulance Classes. Confirmation Classes. 

Carving Class. Barker’s Trustees. Art Needlework Class.  

Gardening Lectures. Temperance Association    Mother’s Union. 

Fire Brigade. Church Defence Union Church Choir. 

Sunday School Choir. Single Stick Class. Boxing Class.  

Our Boy’s Club. Vestry Meetings         Church of England Temperance Society. 

“Life Saving” Classes Church Lad’s Brigade.  

Horticultural Society Committee. Cricket Club Committee.  

Football Club Committee. 

And many others at different times. Charges were made to all these Societies, &c, 

for the use. 

The above list refers of course only to the uses of the village hall extension 

separately. The Lettings, of the two rooms combined, by the Club Committee, were 

fairly numerous for the purpose of Parish and political Meetings, Concerts, Penny-

Readings, Dramatic Performances and Entertainments of all kinds, as well as for 

occasional Exhibitions, Sales of Work, Missionary Bazaars, and similar public 

purposes. 

Throughout this period the extension was not always called the village hall. At times 

it is referred to in the various official records, as “the small room”, “the further room”, 

“the small hall”, “the further hall”, and “the lower part of the downstairs room”. 
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In 1890 the financial position of the Club began to get bad once more, and on 26th 

February 1890, one of the Trustees gave notice that he would call attention to the 

finances at the next meeting of the Club Committee, with a view to discussion as to 

whether the Working Men’s Club could continue in existence in view of the 

unsatisfactory financial position. The Committee Meeting took place on 6th March, 

and it was decided that the following week the Club should close for the summer. It 

was accordingly closed on 14th March 1891, much earlier than usual, and at a 

special Committee Meeting with the Trustees on 15th July, after the financial position 

had been further investigated and the liabilities had been found to be £36. 4. 9. with 

funds in hand £1. 3. 5., it was decided not to reopen the following winter and to take 

all possible steps by means of Concerts, Entertainments, &c. to raise funds to clear 

off the deficiency. 

The fact that the active operation of the Club was then suspended for a few months 

did not however affect the position under the Trust Deed. The Club was not 

dissolved and had not ceased to exist; it always had been suspended for several 

months each summer and this was fully understood. But as the summer of 1892 

advanced, and it became evident that the Club could not function during the next 

winter, the Trustees were placed in rather a difficult position. They gave the matter 

consideration on 27th June, and then decided that while the Club was merely 

suspended and not dissolved they had full authority and right under the Trust Deed 

and Lease continue to use the whole of the premises themselves, for the good of the 

Village and for the purpose if raising funds for maintaining and repairing the 

premises, improving the buildings, and assisting to pay off the debts of the Club. 

The Trustees wrote to the Dower Duchess of Buccleuch and explained the position 

to her, and requested her sanction to the Club being closed temporarily while they 

took steps to pay off the debts. The Duchess of Buccleuch, in a letter dated 22nd 

September, 1892, gave her consent without imposing any time limit. This is the 

second of the only two variations of the original Trust Deed and Lease, to which 

reference has previously been made, and it ceased to have any effect when the Club 

was reopened at the end of 1895. 

Following the receipt of this consent, the Trustees met on 30th September, 1892, and 

decided definitely not to reopen the premises as a Working Men’s Club “for the 

present”. Arrangements were then made by the Trustees themselves for the custody 

of the premises, and for the upkeep, insurance, caretaking and letting, as they now 

had the whole responsibility. It was reported at this Meeting that Company’s water 

had just been laid on, and various Entertainments to meet this and other necessary 

expenditures were arranged. A Concert arranged by Mr Mocatta resulted in a profit 

of £14, which was used to defray some of the debts of the Club. Throughout the 

whole period of suspension of operations of the Working Men’s Club, the Trustees 

had to hold frequent Meetings in order to conduct the current business. 

At a meeting on the 17th March, 1893, the following Resolution was passed by the 

Trustees: “It is agreed that the Trust premises hitherto known and described as the 

Working Men’s Club shall, until otherwise decided, be referred to as the Village Hall”. 
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This again shows that up to that time, only the extension could have been correctly 

called the Village Hall. The reasons for this Resolution are obvious. The Working 

Men’s Club was indefinitely suspended, and during the suspension the premises 

were in fact a Village Hall and nothing more, and this title was much less cumbrous. 

Moreover, its adoption obviated the possibility of any claim from the Working Men’s 

Club for the proceeds of lettings, which possibly might otherwise have been 

preferred. Possibly this purely temporary change of name has also contributed to the 

misconception of the status of the whole buildings.  

When the premises were reopened as a Working Men’s Club in 1985 the Trustees 

formally reverted to the former nomenclature, and the name village hall was used 

again to designate the extension only. This was effected by the new Constitution that 

was formally approved by the Trustees on 31st May 1895, when the Working Men’s 

Club had again resumed active operations. The present Trustees again considered 

the matter in 1924 and decided that the premises as a whole were in future to be 

referred to as the “Working Men’s Club House”. 

The Club was not reopened until the beginning of 1895, and throughout the period 

the premises were entirely in the charge of the Trustees. During this time water and 

gas were laid on, and various other small improvements were made, the premises 

were painted and repaired, and some £30 of the remaining debt of the Working 

Men’s club were paid off. The money was raised by lettings and by special Concerts 

and Entertainments. But on 24th January, 1895, shortly before the buildings were 

again turned over to the Working Men’s Club, there was an adverse balance of      

£7. 4. 9. in the Trustees’ Accounts for their period of administration. Apparently they 

provided this sum from their own pockets, for they handed over the premises free of 

debt. Throughout all these years the Trustees frequently made personal 

contributions in order to keep the Club in being. 

Eventually a Public Meeting of the Village was called, on 21st January, 1895, with the 

Rev. J. H. Thompson in the Chair, to consider the possibility of reopening the 

Working Men’s Club. The working men present were enthusiastically in favour, and it 

was therefore decided to approach the Trustees and obtain their consent. A 

Committee for the purpose was provisionally appointed, and this Committee 

assembled directly after the Meeting. They appointed Messrs. F. P. Ward and         

H. Taylor as Joint Secretaries, and a letter to the Trustees was drafted and 

despatched the next day. The letter requested the approval of the Trustees to certain 

detailed proposals that were enclosed. The Trustees held a meeting on 25th January, 

1895, and approved in principle these proposals, the particulars of which will be 

given presently, and appointed Messrs. J. Heaton and P. J. de Paravicini to discuss 

the details with the Provisional Committee of the Club. In consequence of all this, the 

Working Men’s Club was reopened for the spring season on 4th February, 1895. 

Discussions continued between the representatives of the Trustees and the Club, 

and finally a letter was received from the Secretary of the Club Committee, dated 

27th May 1895, applying formally for the “transfer of the control of the Club Buildings 

and Village Hall” under conditions laid down by the Trustees which the Club 

Committee had accepted at a Meeting on 24th May. The Club had by then just been 
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closed for the summer in the ordinary course, and it had been decided to reopen as 

usual in early October. The Trustees held a meeting on 31st May and formally 

recorded the following agreed conditions: 

The Building being vested in the hands of the Trustees for the purpose of being used 

as a bona-fide Working Men’s Club, it is agreed between the Committee of the Club 

and the Trustees as under. 

Subject to the Constitution already in existence the control and management of the 

Club Buildings shall rest in the hands of the Committee, who will undertake all 

charges in connexion therewith, except those for repairs. 

The Trustees may at any time terminate the agreement forthwith if they are of the 

opinion that the Club is misconducted, and the Agreement shall also terminate if the 

Club becomes insolvent. The Club may terminate the Agreement at any time on 3 

months’ notice. 

The Scale of Charges for lettings will be drawn up by the Committee, and is subject 

to the approval of the Trustees. 

The Club will pay the Trustees £1. 5. 0. per month while the Club is open, for the 

purpose of repairs to the Buildings. 

If any debt remains owing by the Trustees on the Buildings, the Club will take over 

and defray the same. 

The Trustees will expect the Committee to consent to and arrange for the use of the 

village hall free of charge or upon exceptional terms upon the recommendation of the 

Trustees. 
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The Scale of Charges are as follows:- 

       Both  Village 

       Rooms. Hall. 

Public Meetings and Entertainments 

connected with the Village, but not for 

the purpose of raising funds for any 

local object………………….   15/-  3/6 

Public Meetings and Entertainments  

connected with Charitable of Philanthropic 

purposes of the Village, for the purpose 

of raising funds………………….   12/6  2/6 

Political Meetings……………….   21/-  5/- 

Outside Entertainments…………   20/-  5/- 

These terms include attendance, lighting and warming, and are for use until 10pm, 

after which a small additional charge may be imposed. 

From the above it will be noted that from this time the conduct and management of 

the whole building including the village hall, and all the lettings, were put in the hands 

of the Club Committee, subject to the general approval of the Trustees. The Trustees 

reserved the right to arrange free usage, use on reduced terms, of the village hall 

portion, in exceptional cases. There was no difficulty about this, and in fact the 

Trustees intervention was never required, for the Committee have always been 

willing to assist any deserving object in this way. With respect to the lettings of the 

two rooms together, the Committee’s policy has been to maintain the approved 

Scale of Charges, but when used for the purpose of raising funds for deserving local 

objects they have usually given a donation of part or the whole of the hire. This, in 

effect, is to give free use or reduced terms. 

After the Club opened again for the winter of 1895, matters proceeded on much the 

same lines as before the closing in 1891, and considerable use was made both of 

the village hall and of the two rooms combined, apart from The Working Men’s Club. 

Many of the societies, &c. already mentioned continued to hold their meetings in the 

rooms, but some by then had ceased to exist, and others had made fresh 

arrangements during the closing which they continued. It will be convenient here to 

deal with some discussions which took place at this time, concerning the advisability 

of endeavouring to transfer the Trusteeship to the Parish Council. While no details of 

the matter are recorded in the Trustees documents, it is easy to surmise what was in 

the minds of the Trustees. At the end of 1894 the Club had temporarily ceased to 

function during the past three years, and at the moment it seemed quite uncertain 

whether it would ever become active again. In consequence, the whole premises 
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had been used solely for the general purposes of the village, and apparently might 

continue to be used solely in this way in the future. The Trustees as such, had no 

special interest in this class of use, nor any particular desire to continue to regulate 

it. Moreover, the position of the Trustees had become entirely altered, so that they 

found themselves burdened with the executive and day to day responsibility for the 

buildings and their care and maintenance, and for all the lettings and arrangements 

in connexion therewith, all of which required constant attention and frequent 

meetings. They also had to accept entire financial responsibility for the premises, but 

without any source of income except such as might arise from their lettings. If the 

Working Men’s Club did in fact cease to exist a little later, the Reversioners would 

resume possession of the land and buildings, and the Trust would be terminated. 

Under these circumstances the Trustees would naturally desire to secure from the 

Reversioners the continued use of the premises for the general good of the Village, 

and would wish to vest the Buildings in future in the Parish Council as being the 

representative body of the Village. At a Trustees Meeting in January 1895, the 

matter was apparently discussed from this point of view, and it is recorded that “The 

question of the transfer of the Village Hall and Working Men’s Club and the 

Recreation Ground to the Parish Council was briefly discussed, and the general 

opinion was favourable should the Parish Council decide to move in the matter”.  

This reference to the “Recreation Ground” needs some explanation. In July 1881 the 

Duke of Buccleuch had transferred the Recreation Ground to Trustees, for the use of 

the Village, on a 99 years lease at a peppercorn rent, but subject to termination at 6 

months’ notice on his part at any time without giving reason. Two of the Trustees of 

the Recreation Ground happened also to be Trustees of the Working Men’s Club, but 

the Trustees of the Working Men’s Club had nothing to do with the Recreation 

Ground and there is no reason why it should be mentioned in their Minutes. It would 

seem that there was some brief general discussion, embracing Working Men’s Club, 

Recreation Ground and Village Greens, consequent on the establishment of a Parish 

Council. 

The Parish Council came into being on 1st January 1895, following the passing of the 

“Local Government Act 1894. The Overseers, who they superseded, called a Parish 

Meeting on 4th December 1894 to elect the first Council, and the first Meeting of the 

Council was on the 31st December 1894, when a Sub-Committee was appointed to 

consider the matter of offices for their Meetings. The second Meeting was on the 8th 

January 1895, and the Sub-Committee reported that they had applied for the hire of 

the upper rooms of the village hall, but the Trustees had replied that they were 

prevented by the Trust Deed from sub-letting any part of the premises. The Sub-

Committee expressed the hope that the Parish Council would approach the 

Trustees, with a view to transferring the Trusteeship to the Parish Council so that the 

use of these rooms might be obtained! The Parish Council however decided not to 

move in the matter, and instead hired accommodation from Mr Miell nearby. The first 

few meetings had in fact been held in the village hall, and apparently this other 

accommodation was not found satisfactory, for after a time the Parish Council 

meetings were again held in the village hall and continued there for several years. 
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On 27th February, 1895, the Chairman of the Parish Council proposed a Resolution, 

which was carried, to the effect that “in the opinion of the Council it would be suitable 

and advantageous that the Trusteeship of the Working Men’s Club and Village Hall 

should be transferred to the Parish Council”. The Chairman, Mr John Heaton, was 

also one of the Trustees of the Working Men’s Club, and he undertook to 

communicate with his colleagues to endeavour to obtain their assent, so that the 

necessary steps could be taken. On 5th June he informed the Parish Council that the 

Trustees had decided not to transfer the Trusteeship to the Council for the present, 

in deference to representations made to them by the Club Committee against such a 

transfer. 

The Trustees had already informed the Club Committee of their decision. The 

position had entirely altered, so far as the Trustees were concerned, since their 

meeting in January when they had briefly discussed this matter, for in the meantime 

the Club had been re-opened and had resumed active operation, and the original 

position of the Trust had been completely re-established. 

The Parish Council at the same time had also communicated to Lord Montagu their 

opinion that it would be in the best interests of the Village that they should have the 

full control of the Village Greens and Recreation Ground, and had asked him to 

agree to such an arrangement. He generously consented to hand over the Greens 

and Recreation Ground to the Parish Council in perpetuity, subject to certain trusts 

and conditions. Negotiations proceeded throughout 1895, and eventually the Trust in 

respect to the Recreation Ground was terminated, and a Conveyance of the 

Recreation and Greens was executed on the 13th November 1895, It must be noted 

however that this conveyance of the recreation Ground specifically excluded the 

enlarged plot of land, about 75 feet by 42 feet 6 inches, on which the Working Men’s 

Club Buildings and the Village Hall were standing, this land being already included in 

the Trust Deeds of the Working Men’s Club Trustees. The Parish Council therefore 

have not acquired any rights of property in this plot of land in the Conveyance of the 

Recreation Ground. 

The Parish Council took no further action in respect to the Working Men’s Club until 

8th January, 1897, when they passed a resolution to the effect that “the Parish 

Council are still of the opinion that the Trusteeship of the Village Hall and the 

Working Men’s Club should be transferred to the Parish Council”, and the Chairman 

was again requested to communicate with the Trustees. 

The Working Men’s Club again took prompt action. On 20th January their Committee 

forwarded a Resolution to the Trustees, saying that in their opinion no transfer of the 

Buildings should be made to the Parish Council, and requesting the Trustees to 

decline such transfer pending further consideration. They added, that the Trustees 

had always been most fair in their dealings with the Club, and that the Committee 

were much indebted to them. They also appointed a Sub-Committee, to consider 

and report what alterations were desirable in the Trust Deeds, and the steps to be 

taken to give effect to the same. This Sub-Committee reported on 3rd February, and 

their Report was approved by the Committee and submitted to the Trustees, with a 

request that the changes proposed should be carried out. The general effect of this 
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Report was that the Trustees should be continued and that the buildings and land 

should be conveyed to them forever but that the absolute control of the buildings 

should be in the hands of the Committee, on which however three of the Trustees 

might sit. If the Trustees thought the Club to be improperly conducted, or in the event 

of the Club becoming insolvent (after a three years suspension to endeavour to 

adjust the finances), the Trustees should then have power to convey the premises to 

the Parish Council or other public body at a valuation not exceeding £200. Any 

surplus of this amount after discharging the liabilities of the Club should be paid over 

to some public trust in connexion with the Village. 

This Report was probably more of the nature of a counterblast to the Resolution of 

the Parish Council than anything else! The Trustees apparently did not see how they 

could approach the Reversioners and ask them to make a present of the land and 

premises which had already been acquired on lease, only 16 years previously, 

entirely through the generosity of the Reversioners’ family. Moreover, there did not 

seem to be any good reason whatever for asking this, nor any possibility that the 

request would be granted if made. Neither did there seem to be any special reason 

why they should ask the Reversioners to transfer the Trusteeship to the Parish 

Council. There is no record of any official reply being sent to either request, and 

probably any reply was conveyed verbally. It does not appear that the Chairman of 

the Parish Council made any statement to the Council as a result of his discussions 

with the Trustees. It may be assumed that he agreed with the other Trustees. The 

matter then dropped, and has never again been raised so far as the Trustees are 

aware. The arrangements under the Trust Deed and Licence thus continued, and are 

still continuing at the present time, 35 years later, and so far as is known to the 

present Trustees there has been no complaint about the conduct of the Trust, and 

there is no reason whatsoever why the system should be changed. 

Reverting to the progress of the Club after the re-opening, it may be noted that the 

Steward disappeared in February 1900, taking with him all the cash and also the 

sheets, bed-linen &c. that he used! The Club thus lost about £18, and this amount 

was made up by a donation from the Golf Club, as the man was also the Golf Club 

professional. Nevertheless there was a deficit of £15 at the end of this season, and 

various economies had to be effected next season, and for a time less generosity 

could be shown in the rebates on charges for lettings! Again in 1909 the Club was 

£40 in debt, and special efforts had to be made to clear off the deficiency. But since 

that time, speaking generally, the Club has prospered financially, with some small 

ups and downs, so there is now a good reserve fund, after numerous improvements 

and renovations have been paid for and the buildings have been properly 

maintained, and the yearly accounts show a credit balance. 

As time progressed after the reopening, requests for use of the village hall extension 

as a separate room gradually decreased, and whereas at first the partitions were 

always kept in place, being only removed occasionally when both rooms were 

required for a big meeting, &c., it eventually became the practice only to put them up 

when the extension happened to be wanted, or to keep the Club-room warmer in 

winter. If the list of users given on page 31(of the original) is referred to, it will be 

noted at once that very few of these institutions are active in the Village today. Social 
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conditions have altered greatly with the improved facilities for transport, so that 

inhabitants now are not nearly so dependent upon the resources of the Village as 

they were at the time the village hall was erected. While many of the classes, 

societies, &c. have ceased to exist in this Village, others, such as County Council 

cookery and other classes, &c. now have special provision made. Others, again, can 

provide more convenient accommodation for themselves, for the village hall was 

neither a convenient nor a comfortable arrangement, though it was the best that 

could be provided. In addition to all this, there has been an increasing use of the 

Schools, as already mentioned, especially in more recent years. 

In consequence, from about 1900 onwards the village hall extension became less 

and less in demand as a separate room, though every facility was always given 

when its use was requested. The outside uses of the premises became gradually 

confined to the larger meetings, entertainments, &c. for which both rooms were 

necessary, and these very often took the form of concerts, entertainments of all 

kinds for which a proper platform or stage was desirable. At that time special interest 

was being shown in the Village in amateur theatricals. Accordingly, it was decided 

that in view of the small use being made of the village hall extension, the interests of 

the Village as a whole would best be served by erecting in it a permanent enlarged 

and raised stage, for the purpose of these concerts, theatricals. political, and other 

meetings, &c., &c., and thus reducing slightly the floor space available for small 

meetings. The exact date cannot be given, but it was probably at the end of 1899. 

This did not in any way prevent the extension being used as a separate room, and it 

continued to be so used whenever required. It was also found that the buttresses at 

the sides of the Hall, where the extension had been added to the original building, 

caused inconvenience by obstructing the view of the stage from the Club-room, and 

in other ways, and eventually it was decided to remove these buttresses altogether, 

and to provide other means of assisting the supports of the upper floor. New shutters 

were obtained, to take the places of the buttresses when the extension alone was in 

use. This work was not started until November 1908, and it was the last of the 

structural alterations of any importance to the original buildings, the alterations 

involved by the billiard table having been made in 1905. The cost was largely 

covered by a series of special entertainments, notably some theatrical shows 

arranged by Colonel Kelly, who afterwards became one of the Trustees. 

Requests for the separate use of the Village hall extension continued to decrease, 

and finally they ceased altogether. So far as can now be traced, the last occasion 

upon which the room was used separately and the moveable partitions were put in 

place, was in January 1912, when the screens were erected (at a charge of 2/6d!) so 

as to shut off the final dress-rehearsal of a play that was to be performed the next 

night. These partitions are still in existence, though they are now out of repair after 

disuse and storage over a long intervening period. Two are in use for the front of the 

stage. But the extension or village hall is still there, and it is still available for its 

original purposes if required. If any considerable demand for its use should arise 

again in future, arrangements could be made to partition it off, either by repairing the 

partitions or by substituting using curtains. This would put the Club to some expense, 

and consequently charges to cover the cost must be made for the use, as always in 
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the past. It must be borne in mind that the Club have received no income whatever 

from any separate lettings during the last 20 years, during which time they have fully 

maintained the extension and paid rates and taxes, &c., &c. For use in the day-time 

there would be no need for the partitions, since the space need not be shut off when 

the Club is not in session. For use at night, as already stated, the village hall 

extension is apt to be noisy and is not very convenient. It however seems improbable 

to the Trustees that separate use will again be requested, in view of the cheaper and 

more convenient accommodation obtainable elsewhere. It is understood that at the 

present time, apart from the Club, the only regular users of the Buildings ate the 

“Infant Welfare”, who have the whole of the ground-floor on two afternoons each 

month.  

There is little of importance to record in connexion with the Club since 1912, for on 

the whole its proceedings have been harmonious and uneventful, the finances have 

been well looked after and progress has been continuous. There is nothing that has 

any bearing whatever on the matters of the Trust Deed and the circumstances of the 

original foundation, nor the building of the extension called the “Village Hall” and the 

arrangements for the subsequent use thereof.  

It may however be stated that in consequence of the altered conditions, the 

Committee drew up in 1925 a revised Schedule of Charges, for the approval of the 

Trustees. The schedule is a follows:- 
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EVENING 

 

£  s  d. 

All Political meetings………………………………….  2  2  0 

Evenings, Concerts, Theatricals, Dance 

and other Entertainments organised by 

Non-Residents…………………………………………  2  2  0 

Meetings &c. as above organised by Residents, 

not having as their object the raising of funds for 

social, charitable, or philanthropic purposes……….. 

a) Whole of Club………………………………….  2  2  0 

b) Ground-Floor only…………….......................  1  1  0 

Meetings &c. as above organised by Residents, 

for the purpose of raising funds for approved social, 

charitable or philanthropic objects:- 

a) Whole of Club………………………………….  1  1  0 

b) Ground-floor only………………………………    10  6 

 

AFTERNOON 

For any approved purposes, 2.30 p.m. to 3 p.m…….       5  0 

Special quarterly terms will be arranged for regular 

afternoon use, for Children’s Welfare and similar 

approved local objects, on the basis of a minimum 

payment per afternoon of…………………………….       2   6 

 

_______________ 

 

NOTE:  The Letting of the Club for any purpose is subject to the sanction of the 

Committee and of the Trustees. 

Application to be made to the Secretary, and at least seven days’ notice should be 

given. 
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It should be noted that no special mention is made in this revised Schedule of the 

rates for the use of the village hall extension alone, in view of no application having 

been made for 20 years. The original Schedule for this letting remains in force.  

It will have been observed from the particulars of the Trust Deed, that the Trustees 

must not exceed eight in number, and normally they must not fall below three. Also 

on every fresh appointment of a Trustee, the whole premises have to be re-assigned 

to him in conjunction with the remaining Trustees. This is a somewhat expensive 

legal process, the cost of which must be defrayed from the Club funds, or else be 

provided by the Trustees personally, for the Trustees have no source of income from 

the Trust. It will be understood therefore that such appointments are not made more 

often than is necessary. 

Reference has been made to certain discussions of negotiations with the Working 

Men’s Club Committee, and also with the Parish Council, in the past, when the then 

Trustees resisted proposals that the Trust Deed should be altered and that their 

Trusteeship should be transferred. Experience during the 35 years that have elapsed 

has fortified succeeding Trustees in the conviction that this action of their 

predecessors was sound, and in the best general interest. Therefore unless it can be 

demonstrated that the Trust has not been, or is not being, properly administered 

under the existing long-established system, or alternatively that some very definite 

advantage to the Village and to the Club would result from a change, the present 

Trustees would also resist any proposals of a similar nature that might be put 

forward.  

This Memorandum is compiled entirely from the Legal documents and the written 

and printed records in the possession of the Trustees and of the Working Men’s 

Club, &c. &c. Where any conjectural matter is included, in order to illustrate a point, it 

is specifically so stated, or when there is any doubt about an exact date. The 

particulars given herein may be taken as a correct representation of facts. Great 

reserve must be used in accepting any statements based on recollections of the 

older inhabitants in the Village of events that happened forty or fifty years ago, if 

these are at variance with the official records. Any villager now alive who took an 

interest in the circumstances connected with the building of the Working Men’s Club 

in 1881, must be at least 72 years old, and at that age the memory of events of 52 

years ago is not always clear and exact as to details. 

As a matter of interest, in this connexion, it may be stated that information was 

sought from six of our older inhabitants, who profess to recollect clearly all the 

circumstances in connexion with the starting of the Club in1881, concerning the        

“ Village Mortuary” that has been referred to. This was obviously in existence up to 

1886 at least. Two of them remembered it well, as being at the Common. One 

remembered it, just off the village green by the Schools. One said there never was 

such a place in his time. Two only could give the correct place, which is a shed in 

Queen’s Road, also used by the Fire Brigade. They were also questioned 

concerning the temporary suspension of the Club from 1891-1895. Three said the 

Club was never closed save for the usual summer suspensions. Two remembered 

that it did not open one winter and was therefore closed for eighteen months. Only 
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one remembered that the Club was closed “for a couple of years or so”, but that the 

buildings were used all the time for meetings. In fact, the Club was closed for nearly 

four years, 

This is mentioned merely to emphasize that caution must be observed in accepting 

statements based only on memories of older inhabitants of these long past events. 

 

___________________________________________ 

 

T. E. Crease 

24th May 1932. 


